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ABSTRACT 
Explicit forms for orgodicity coefficients which bound the non-unit eigenvalues of 
finite stochastic matrices are known in the cases p = 1,oc when the 1, norm is used 
[3,6,7]. The purpose of this report is to generalize these results to arbitrary real 
matrices (in particular square matrices with a real-valued eigenvalue), by giving a 
generalized (and to some extent simplified) synthesis of methods used hitherto. 
Alternative procedures are mentioned in the light of the framework established. The 
results are of particular relevance for a primitive nonnegative matrix, for which a 
bound results for the non-Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The primary purpose of this paper is to evaluate for p = cc and p = 1 the 
quantity 
e&r’, A) = sup IIA$,, 
ll~llp = I 
7’2 = 0 
(1) 
whereA={aij}isan(ZXc)realmatrixand~={~i}#Oisac-lengthfixed 
real vector, in terms of the entries of A and 7. Optimization is over real-valued 
vectors z = {zi}, and [Iz~(~ = {C~=ilzil } p ‘jp. Notice that the value of (1) is 
invariant under permutation of rows of A. 
An important application occurs in the case where I = c ( = n say) and 
there is a real-valued eigenvalue r of A, with corresponding (real) left and 
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right eigenvectors v’, w (assumed normed so that v’w = 1). Then, as we shall 
begin by showing, 
P(A - rw’) G up(v’, A), p=LoO, (2) 
where p(B) is the spectral radius of a square matrix B. Thus a,(~‘, A), 
p = 1, cc, provides an upper bound on the modulus of alI eigenvalues of A 
other than r. This is of particular interest when A is a primitive (irreducible, 
aperiodic) nonnegative matrix, and r is its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue (Seneta 
[4]) so all other eigenvalues are strictly smaller in modulus. In the cases when 
p = 1, p = 00, we shall thus have available an explicitly calculable bound. 
In the case when all column sums of (n X n) A are equal (to a, say), and 
we can thus take v’ = 1’ as a left eigenvector corresponding to the real 
eigenvahre r = a, we shall be able to calculate from (2) a common upper 
bound for the remaining eigenvalues of A. A particular important case occurs 
when A = I”, where P is a stochastic matrix (I’ > 0, Pl = l), so that a = 1; it 
is well known that p(P) = 1. Thus u,(l’, P’)-denoted by the symbol -r,(P) 
in Seneta [3] and called a “coefficient of ergodicity”-provides a better 
explicit upper bound than unity on the modulus of the remaining eigenvalues 
of P, if u,(l’, P’) < 1. Its explicit form and property (2) for the case p = 1 are 
well known in this situation (e.g. Seneta [3]). The explicit form of u,(l’, P’) is 
known also in the case p = cc (Tan [6]). Even more recently, Tan [7] has 
obtained explicit forms for ~,(a’, P) when p = 1, cc and proved (2) when 
p = 1, where P is an “ergodic” stochastic matrix-that is, corresponding to a 
unique eigenvalue of modulus one, r = 1, there is a left eigenvector 7~’ of P, 
with IT’ > 0’. For doubly stochastic P, u,(l’, P) and u,(l’, P’) have been 
investigated by Seneta [5] for p = 1, co. 
The sequel is in essence an extension of Tan’s [7] work, following his 
methods, with some simplification afforded by the methods in Seneta [3]. 
Earlier work on the relationship of coefficients of ergodicity to the spectrum 
localization problem, especially the important contributions of Bauer, 
Deutsch, Stoer, and Zenger, some of whose ideas are continued here, may be 
found in [4, pp. 62-64, loO-1111. 
2. THE SPECTRUM LOCALIZATION PROPERTY 
We first establish the property (2) under the circumstances mentioned, 
following the argument for Tan’s [7] Proposition. Central to this is, first, the 
fact that for (1 X c) B = { bij}, the value JJBJJ, = SU~,,,,,,=~IIBSJJ~, where 
optimization is over compZex c-length s, is actually attained for real-valued z 
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when B is real in each of the cases p = 1, cc-since 
-and so can be considered, as required below, as resulting from optimization 
over real-valued c-length z. Secondly, it is well known that if 1= c = n, 
p(B) = klimW IJBklli’k. (3) 
First note that since v’ is a left eigenvector corresponding to the eigen- 
value rk of Ak from (l), for integer k, c > 0 we have 
up(v’, Ak+') < a,(~‘, Ak)up(v’, A”), (4 
whence, for k > 1, 
{ oJv~, Ak)}l’li G u&d, A). (5) 
It is also weU known from the submultiplicative property (4) that the limit 
of the left-hand side exists as k + 00. Next, note the identities 
(A - rwv+ = Ak - rkwv’= Ak(Z - WV’). 
Finally note that for any square B 
a,(~‘, Bk) < SUP lIBkzll, = IPkll,> 
Ita, = 1 
this following from (1); and since v’(Z - WV’) = 0’, 
IIAk(Z - WV’&, Q eP(v’, Ak)llZ - wv’llP 
where in (7) we assume p = 1, cc. 
Using (7) with B = A - rwv’ and (6) and (8), we find for p = 1, co 
(c&‘,(A - ~wv’)~))“~ Q /[(A - rw~‘)~ll;~ 
< (~~(4, Ak)}l'kllZ - ~~‘11;‘~; 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
and again by (6), u,(v’,(A - TWV’)~) = a,(~‘, Ak - rkwv’) = u,(v’, Ak) from 
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(1). Thus 
{ “&“, Ak)}l’k G (((A - rwv’)“il:‘” < {u&v’, Ak)}l’k,,I - wVlll;/k. 
Letting k --, cc and using (5), we obtain (2) for p = 1, co, and indeed for any p 
for which 11 B 11 p for a real B is attainable with real z. This is weIl known in the 
case p = 2 in addition to the cases p = 1,oc. With Tan we note the corollary 
p(A - ~-WV’) = kem { a,(~‘, LI~))~‘~. 
3. THE CASE p = 00 
We proceed by evaluating (1) over z = { zi }, which may be complex- 
valued, and showing that the supremum is attained for real z. In the case 
p = 00, (1) is clearly equivalent to 
where 6’ = { & } is an arbitrary one of the I rows of A. Thus for arbitrary real 
cx, complex z satisfying llzllrn = 1 and 7’2 = 0, and real E’, we turn to an 
examination of 
15’zl=1(5-aT)‘z1< f: 15‘i-Qril 
i=l 
=&Lx+ I I E ri 6 ltil i=l i=s+l 
(since maxilzil = l), where we suppose without loss of generality that ri # 0, 
i=l , . . . , s. It is well known that the (Y which minimizes the right-hand side is 
the weighted median of & /rir i = 1,. . . ,s, and if these &/r, are assumed 
arranged in nondecreasing order, a minimizing vahre of (Y is &/rk, where we 
may take k to be the first integer such that Cf= r lri I 2 Ci=,+ ll~il. The 
minimum value of the right-hand side (which is independent of z) is 
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We can see that if we take 
for i=l,...,k-1, 
l’il - 
7i 
for i=k+l,...,s, 
(signti for i=s+l,...,c, 
then with this real z the upper bound for [E’zl is achieved. Notice that this 
technique for producing the minimizing vector z for l[‘z( is analogous to the 
method of Lagrange multipliers. Thus (9) can be evaluated. 
Now suppose A is (n X n) real with real eigenvalue T and corresponding 
(real) left eigenvector v’. Since in fact the evaluation over real z satisfying the 
constraints coincides with that over complex z satisfying the same constraints, 
suppose t ( jltllm = 1) is a possibly complex-valued right eigenvector of A 
corresponding to an eigenvalue p f r. Then 
IPI = IlPtllm = IIAtll, G dv’t A), 
since v’t = 0. This is a weaker, but more simply proved, version of (2) in this 
caseofp=co. 
Finally, note from (10) that (9) can be determined by examining the rows 
of the matrix A modified by dividing the entries in the j th column by rj 
provided rj # 0 (so that the (i, j) entry then becomes aij/rj), and leaving 
any column unchanged for which rj = 0. 
4. THE CASE p = 1 
For this case we need the following crucial result: 
LEMMA. Suppose the c X 1 vector 6 = { Si} Z 0 satisfies 6’1= 0. Suppose 
w.l.0.g. lli > 0 for i = l,..., r, l<r<c-1; &CO, i=r+l,..., r+s, l<s 
<c-l; f&=O,i=r+s+l,..., cifrts<c.%nwemuywrite 
(11) 
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where 9 = Y( 8) is a subset of the pairs (i, j), i = 1,. . . , T, j = r + 1,. . . , T + s; 
v(i, j) = fi - fj, where f, has + 1 in the kth position, zeros elsewhere; and the 
vi, j are positive scalars such that 116111 = Cr=116il = CCi, jjESvi, j. 
This result is more or less well known: see Paz [2, p. 73, Problem 161, 
Seneta [3]. For a simple inductive proof see Seneta [4, p. 62, Lemma 2.41. 
COROLLARY. Let~={~i},where~i#O,i=l,...,c,andz={xi}bereal 
c x 1 vectors such that z # 0, r’z = 0. Define 6 = { rizi }, and rearrange T and 
z simultaneously so 6 is as in the Lemma. Then for some positive scalars qi,j, 
where e(i, j)= fi/ri - fj/rj, wi, j = (vi, j/2)]]e(i, j)l]i; and 
= c wi,j. (13) 
(i. j)E.f 
Proof. (12) follows directly from (11) by dividing the kth row of 
6= {rixi} by rk, k=l , . . . ,r + s. Since the first r elements of 6 are lrizi], 
i=l ,..., r. and the next s elements are { -]rjxj]}, j=r+l,..., r+s, it 
follows from (11) by similar division that 
whence (13) follows. n 
This Corollary replaces Tan’s [7] Lemma. It is clear that z and r may be 
regarded in their original order for purposes of applying (12) and (13), if the 
meaning of $is changed accordingly. 
We now evaluate (1) for p = 1, provided T has no ZHO elements. Let & be 
the kth row of A, and z be a real vector such that ]]z]li = 1, r’z = 0. By (12) 
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Thus, for such a z, 
k=l 
= C 
(i. j)EY(z) 
Since llzllr = 1, it follows from (13) that Cci, jj ExcZj~i, j = 1, so the right-hand 
bound is independent of such z and is attained for II Azll r by taking 
z = e(i*, j*Vlle(i*, j*)lh, where (i*, j*) is a pair of indices for which the 
right-hand side is maximized. Thus for such 7, 
The reader will have noticed the constraint ri f 0, i = 1,. . . ,c, in the 
evaluation of (14) in this treatment of the case p = 1, which was not present 
in the treatment of the case p = co. If we only assume r # 0 as before, then 
suppose (without essential loss of generality) that ri # 0, i = 1,. . . ,m < c, and 
ri=O, i=m+l,..., c. An analogue of the Corollary to the Lemma may be 
obtained by first considering real z such that zi z 0 for at least one i = 1,. . . , m. 
Then in place of (12) and (13) we obtain [where 9 is now a subset of (i, j), 
i, j = 1 ,...,ml 
z= ’ 
e(i, j) 
(i. j)Ex wi3j[ Ile(i, j)[[, +” 1 
lIzIll = C wi, j + IIJII1, 
(i, j)Ey 
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where {’ = (0’, x, + i, . . . , z,). Arguing as we did following (12), we obtain 
where B, consists of the last c - m columns of A. Thus, at least with 
optimization over z such that zi # 0 for some i = 1,. . . ,m, 
1 
_A-+1 k=l 
lril l’jl 
(15) 
If in fact zi = 0, i = 1,. .., m, then (15) still holds, since ]]Az]]i = ]]B,J]]i < 
11%111 and llzll~ = 1= 115111~ N ow in fact the upper bound can be attained by 
taking 
&_fi 
ri rj 
z= 
L+L 
l’il l’jl 
for appropriate i, j = 1,. . . , m, or taking z = fk for appropriate k, k = m + 
1 ,...,c. Thus 
from (14), where A,,, consists of the first m columns of A, and r; of the first m 
elements of 7. 
Notice that (14) and (16) may be calculated by operating on the columns 
of the matrix A, modified as before by first dividing the jth column by rj, for 
the columns j for which rj f 0, j = 1,. . . , c. 
Again, as in the case p = cc, although the above manipulations have been 
in terms of real z, a simple proof of a weaker version of (2) is possible by 
following the elegant technique of Alpin and Gabassov [l] (see Seneta [3, pp. 
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583-584]), which is of interest in its own right and which we generalize. We 
shall, however, assume for n x n real A with real eigenvalue r and correspond- 
ing (real) left eigenvector v’ = { vi } that vi # 0, i = 1,. . . ,n. Then define, for 
any complex 12 X 1 vector t = { ti }, f(t’), 
(17) 
Then 
f(W = ;na;: t, 
Now, if z is real with z # 0 , v’z = 0, then from (12) 
where 
Thus 
Ik’zl G fwllzlll (1% 
from (13), which is also clearly valid if z = 0. 
Nowfixi,j(i#j)anddefinez~z(i,j)={z,(i,j)},k=l,...,n,where 
Then v’z( i, j) = 0, and (19) can be applied. Also, 
f(t’A)= yylt’z(i, j>l 
I, 
G f(t') ;,y II+, j)lL 
= f(t')ul(v'> A) 
from (18) 
from (19) 
from (14). 
196 
Now, in the inequality 
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f(t’A) =s f(f)+‘, A), (20) 
take t’ to be a left eigenvector s’ = { si } corresponding to an eigenvalue p of 
A, where p # r. Then s’A = ps’, and from (17) and (20) 
whence 
IPI < (~~(6 A), P + T, (21) 
follows after noting that f(s’) # 0. This last fact is a consequence of noting 
f(s’) = 0 implies si /ui = const, i = 1,. . . , n, which is a contradiction to p # r. 
5. EXAMPLE 
l-u 1 
-1 9 
: 0 1 O<a<l; c,dreal. 
Corresponding to the eigenvalue r = 1, this matrix has a left eigenvector 
v’ = (1, l,O). The remaining eigenvalues are given by 
A h = -(l-2&l-2a)‘+4(c-d) 
2, 3 2 
Then 
u~(v’, A) = max(Il- 2al+ 1, Ic - dl) 
u,(v’,A)=max(Il-2al+~lc-dl,2). 
Now suppose a < i, d < c. Then 
p(A_rwv,)= (1-2a)+~l-2a)“+4(c-d) 
2 
9 
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and so 
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p(A-rwv’)<(l-h)+i(c-d) 
iff 2<1-2+&(c-4. 
Thus if 2 = 1 - 2a + f(c - d), then o(A - rwv’) = ur(v’, A), so equality may 
hold in (2) for p = 1 for a quite general matrix. Similarly, when 2(1- a) = c - 
d, a,(~‘, A) = p(A - TWV’). 
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